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Mayor Buenafrido
Berris of Calauan,
Laguna was deeply
saddened at a recent
Senate hearing over
reports that say his
town has become a
den of criminals and
a prostitution hub.
     The mayor faced
the Senate blue ribbon
subcommittee in
connection with the
allegedly overpriced
"Makati Homeville"
project set in the
province, for the use
of Makati’s

Emotional Mayor Denies Town Is Den of Crime, Prostitution
relocated urban poor,
as one of two
housing projects of
the Makati
C i ty  gove rnmen t
where Jejomar Binay
allegedly profited
about P1 billion, when
he was still the mayor
of Makati. The other
h o u s i n g  p r o j e c t
called the “Friendship
Suites” is located in
Makati City.
     While Binay
strongly denied the
allegations, Berris
appealed for his town

not to be tagged a den
of crime and
prostitution, saying
these comments are
hurting his
constituents, who  are
law-abiding and
hardworking.
    Berris denied there
are beerhouses and
bars in his town
reiterating that the
people of Calauan are
noble. He admitted
though that there was
a big resettlement site
which the local
government has taken

upon itself to raise the
level of livelihood
there.
    This is so contrary
to what was reported
in the Philippine Daily
Inquirer a month ago
which quoted some
residents of the
Makati Homeville
saying that life was so
difficult in the
resettlement that
women had no choice
but to enter
prostitution.
    Berris then took
the opportunity to

point out areas that
may be confusing for
authorities with
regards to Makati
Homeville jurisdiction
. While they have no
initial complaints
about the relocation
and its immediate
effects, he was
wondering if, just like
in subdivisions, before
g o v e r n m e n t
authorities are able to
enter, they should ask
for permit from the
subdivision’s owners.
And if ever

local authorities from
Calauan would
serve a warrant of
arrest to any residents
of the Makati
Homeville, Berris
asked if they would
have to go to
Makati first to
get clearance or
permission.
     It’s unfortunate,
however, that Berris
had to ask these in a
venue where he was
the one to be
questioned, and
where thoughtless

statements can
quickly boomerang as
a foot in the mouth.
How, for instance, can
he outright deny the
existence of any
criminal or prostitution
activity, if he has yet
to inspect the place
thoroughly?
     Perhaps it is the
truth that's once again
the casualty here, in
which case,
everybody has the
right to cry.
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Buzz about a Binay-Erap tandem for the 2016
elections seem to be lending form to what is easily
the most revolting prospect this country can have for
the next several years. Some analysts are even calling
it a winning ticket, as if the thought isn’t already hard
to stomach. How can the majority of Filipinos possibly
want these two to be in the leadership at this very

critical time, when we could no longer afford another bad administration? Indeed
it is a crazy, yet very real, scenario that brings many to question the kind of
democracy we have, or if it is even a democracy at all.

Making Kings Out Of Plunderers
     Joseph “Erap” Estrada and Jejomar Binay are not new allies. The two were
running mates in 2010 under the ticket Erap-Binay, where Binay won the vice
presidency and Erap almost became president again, if not for Benigno “Noynoy”
Aquino III and a respectable margin which drew what was the only defining line
between decency and debauchery. It is actual history that spells out a good, clear
chance a Binay-Erap can still make two out of two this time around, in which
case, if both do win,  we’ll all be staring at zero progress, more government-
instigated plunder and the complete impunity of corrupt individuals, for the next six
years.
     In the first place, the legality and morality of their candidacies were already
questioned in 2010 and, no doubt, would still be disputed if they do decide to run
next year. Erap is a convicted plunderer, sentenced to a lifetime in prison, and
released only by virtue of a vague and very undeserved presidential pardon. Binay,
on the other hand is currently facing multiple allegations of corruption. Moreover,
they are both patriarchs of political dynasties. Erap has two sons who are senators,
had a senator wife, has a former spouse who is a mayor, a nephew who, until
recently was a provincial governor, a niece who is a city councilor and another
nephew who is a provincial board member. Binay has a daughter in the senate,
another in congress, a son who is a mayor, and a wife who was a former mayor.
Erap’s son, Senator Jinggoy Estrada is currently detained in Camp Krame for his
involvement in the Pork Barrel Scam. While Binay’s son, Jun-Jun, is suspended
from the Makati mayoralty, facing allegations of corruption, as his father.
     Even the simple mind of a 3rd grader can point out how it would be utterly
insane to put these two guys in the leadership. But the Supreme Court and the
Commission on Elections have, so far, decided to uphold their eligibility for public
office, causing an avalanche of disbelief to cascade towards such institutions that
permit them such privilege.
     As if nothing in the Constitution protects the Filipino electorate from dishonest
public officials or the exclusive reign of political families, the judges at the Supreme
Court merely debated on the definition of a “full pardon” and then decided it
implied the restoration of all of Erap’s civil rights, including the right to run in an
election. Erap, therefore, is cleared for public office, according to the power of
the Supreme Court. The Comelec, on its part, considering it has been disqualifying
candidates left and right, simply because the Comelec commissioner deemed them
as nuisances, could not also seem to draw anything from the Omnibus Election
Code to disqualify Binay, not even on the grounds of him being the head of a
political dynasty. It's very much like Erap and Binay are above the law, exempted
from all penalties and prerequisites. There’s only support for, and affirmation of,
their legitimacy, from the institutions tasked to embody justice and the sanctity of
our elections.
      Erap was actually convicted for only one count of plunder, despite the fact
that the Ombudsman actually filed four separate charges detailing four different
acts. Several more crimes were alleged to Erap but for lack of evidence were
never made into formal charges. Meanwhile, Binay, who is currently leading the
pre-elections popularity race, is contending with accusations that seem to be
multiplying every time, as ongoing inquiries are inadvertently opening more cans
of worms. If all the allegations against these two are true, then the Philippine
government, via erring court magistrates and other indiscreet officials in the
bureaucracy, is basically allowing into the leadership, not just a couple of petty
thieves who picked the pocket of some random pedestrian, but two of the biggest
crooks this country has ever seen.
     For plunderers to escape prosecution and punishment in a working democracy
is embarrassing enough. But for trusted institutions to be promoting such audacious
thieves by even putting them up for re-election into the very public offices they
betrayed speaks volumes about the integrity of people in government. And one
just has to wonder what these people are trying to do with the government.

The Perfect Kleptocracy
    According to Senator Miriam Defensor-Santiago, the Philippine government is
no longer a democracy. She said, the magnitude of the corruption, as demonstrated
by the Pork Barrel Scam and Disbursement Acceleration Program, already makes
our government unmistakably a “kleptocracy”, or a government of thieves. She is
so right.
     A kleptocracy is defined as a government or state in which those in power
exploit the nation’s wealth at the expense of the ruled; a government where officials
are politically corrupt and financially self-interested. It is a government characterized
by rampant greed and corruption.

Dynasty of Thieves

Phivolcs recently released a new map of the Greater Metro Manila Area Valley

Fault System in preparation for a tremor that could generate ground-shaking of
up to Intensity 8. This is due to an anticipated movement along the fault system
that would probably be strong enough to result in ground rupture and be damaging
to buildings and structures built directly above the active fault. And,
understandably, people would like to know if a fault runs under their homes or
workplace.
     The active fault system consists of the 10-kilometer East Valley Fault and
the 100-kilometer West Valley Fault.
     According to Philvolcs, the East Valley Fault can generate a magnitude-6.2
earthquake that may cause a “very destructive ground shaking” of Intensity 8 in
the area around the epicenter. The East Valley Fault traverses the municipalities
of Rodriguez and San Mateo in Rizal.
     Meanwhile, the West Valley Fault can generate a magnitude-7.2 earthquake
that may result in an Intensity 8 or “very destructive” ground shaking in Metro
Manila and nearby provinces.
     The West Valley Fault transects portions of Quezon City, Marikina City, Pasig
City, Makati City, Taguig City, Muntinlupa City, Bulacan province (Dona Remedios
Trinidad, Norzagaray and San Jose Del Monte City), Rizal province (Rodriguez),
Laguna province (San Pedro City, Binan City, Sta. Rosa City, Cabuyao City and
Calamba City), and Cavite province (Carmona, General Mariano Alvaraz and
Silang).

Do you live in a quake zone?
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     Helplessly overrun by thieves, our government is exactly a kleptocracy. As a
matter of fact, to have an expounded definition of kleptocracy, one only has to
describe what’s been happening in our government. Excruciating decades of
corruption had gone by with hardly anyone punished. Government officials
perpetrate plunder to degrees that are already mind-blowing. Funding for
development infrastructure and public welfare are patently diverted to the pockets
of politicians through a plethora of scams and rackets. Paid off with bribes,
congressmen conspire to protect corrupt presidencies by trashing impeachment
complaints with overwhelming votes, even if it results in this nation’s ruin. And in
most court arbitrations, the judges rule in favor of the corrupt.
     As it is true that a defective democracy can have its share of corruption, it
would even be ideal if our problem were only so. The degree of corruption in our
government is so debilitating for any democratic principle to manifest, much more
carry on, that the entire system is rendered out of order. This is why for so many
years, we never saw genuine progress for our nation, and instead only reaped
scandal after scandal linking government officials—from presidents, vice presidents,
senators and congressmen to military and police generals, the department heads
of the bureaucracy, and judges of our courts—to all sorts of corruption scams and
acts of larceny. Even the Chief Justice of the Judiciary who should be sleaze-
resistant, being anchored to the higher philosophy of equality and all; and the
Ombudsman who is precisely the embodiment of the nation’s counter-graft effort,
were not spared by the contagion. So clearly, with corruption everywhere in
government, and our democratic systems having long been defeated...what else
could this be but a kleptocracy?
     The Philippine government is so corrupt it has become a stupid paradox.
Policemen need to arrest drug-traffickers who are, basically, them. Judges need
to uphold equality and fairness after accepting bribe from one side. Congressmen
need to pass an anti-dynasty bill and a freedom of information bill, laws that have
been pending for more than 20 years…because many lawmakers are members of
dynasties and have information to hide. Senators need to launch a full investigation
on the Pork Barrel Scam which they instigated themselves. And the President,
while agreeing to scrap the Pork Barrel system is defending on the other hand the
Disbursement Acceleration Progam, which is just like a presidential pork barrel.
     They may seem like the twisted jokes of a neurotic fool, but we really ought to
cry than laugh.

Make Or Break In The Next Six Years
     Further describing the kleptocracy that has become our government, Senator
Miriam Defensor-Santiago also warned that corruption is already so “rampant”
that we are now on the brink of becoming a “failed state.” This totally makes
sense.
     Within the next six years, the Philippine government will be forced to face a
number of serious issues it has long put off because of myopic public officials who
were more focused on plundering than rendering actual competent service to the
country. By selling our votes, being indifferent to the affairs of nation, being
complacent and cowardly as to not revolt in defiance of wicked leaders--we put
stupid and selfish people in the ranks of government where wisdom and selflessness
are the pre-requisites. So it shall be all of us paying the dire consequences that
shall inevitably erupt, possibly soon, in a dizzying confluence and, perhaps, a violent
crescendo.
     Around this time, the last thing we need is a leader who is a mindless buffoon
that will not think twice about declaring an “all out war” against Muslims in Mindanao
just because he doesn’t trust them, but who are fellow Filipinos nonetheless. We
could also do away with Supreme Court magistrates who, for convenience, will
just keep quiet and go along with that all out war, even as it is clear as daylight that
we, as a people, renounce war as an instrument of national policy.
     On the other hand, we cannot also have a lame duck for a leader, as the
Chinese have already invaded our national territory and obviously will not be moved
by diplomacy, but are simply challenging us to do something, if we are in fact a
sovereign nation. The Chinese probably see how our own government betrays us,
with the leadership so busy scamming the public and emptying the nation's coffers
while we don’t even have a single fighter aircraft to defend our shores. Worse,
they might thinking that they don’t even have to do a thing to destroy us, seeing
how our own government is already doing a good job at it. They only have to wait
until we completely destroy ourselves. This position is even strengthened after the
Chinese learn how willing our President is to grant an entire region its own
autonomous government, just because Muslims dominate it, and because the
national government does not have the logistics to secure and serve the citizens
there. If we're showing the Chinese that we just give up sovereignty that easy, we
give them all the more reason to doubt and contest our status as a sovereign
nation.
     Mutual respect is essential for the success of any diplomatic negotiations.
How can we even expect China to respect us when our own government betrays
us, and we keep on electing the same traitors to govern us?
     Needless to say, we will unquestionably fail as a nation if our leaders remain so
dense, as to focus on plundering and building their own dynasties and business
empires while neglecting burning issues—from territorial disputes with China, the
Mindanao autonomy and the reigning kleptocracy, to the alarming overpopulation,
the disappearing agricultural lands, food shortages and relentless deforestation.
We cannot expect to see a good outcome for any of the pressing issues we must
resolve, if we elect the worst possible people to lead this country. It’s not that we
should not but we cannot allow, to any further extent, the national government to
be turned into offices of avaricious, lying, treacherous, cheating thieves.
Government officials who prioritize public projects according to the amount of
kick-backs they’d be getting will only be serving us more disasters.
     Typhoon Yolanda and Tacloban have shown us how, even in the face of
cataclysms happening simultaneously with human catastrophes, we are still
staggered by the profiteering happening in government ranks, under an
administration that's supposedly "not so corrupt". Can you imagine anything worse,
under a more corrupt leadership? Perhaps then it would neither be a democracy
nor a kleptocracy anymore...but sheer lunacy.

When Thieves Rule
     Assuming they will not steal a single peso, Erap and Binay will still make bad
leaders, in that they are terrible role models, setting the exact examples that can
damage a culture, in the promotion of twisted values. No doubt, it would be sending
the wrong messages across generations. Crime does pay; money can bend the
law; unproven guilt means innocence; and dishonesty is the policy of the best—

are mental attitudes that don't make a better nation. That people might emulate
traits that are less than exemplary, however, is just the tip of the iceberg. Erap and
Binay are actually just the faces of an entire body that is the Philippine underground.
There are numerous other officials who are the silent, incognito conspirators to
the kleptocracy—the judges, police, city prosecutors, anti-graft agents and election
commissioners—all of whom are setting bad legal precursors, ingraining horrid
practices or reinforcing shady procedures in the world of public service.
     It's just idiotic to suppose that the lawless will uphold, implement and enforce
the law. Crooks are inherently law-breakers. They might appear to be law-abiding
citizens, but for them to achieve their real goals, they'd have to twist the law,
obscure its essence, make it useless, or blatantly break it and convince everyone
else that it's just normal to do so.
     In further describing the kleptocracy that has beleaguered this country, Senator
Miriam Defensor-Santiago added that the situation is already so bad that even her
fellow senators have already “undermined the judicial system and the rule of law”.
Senators, however, are not the only ones able to comprehend the law. And it's not
like our Constitution was written in Latin or Greek. Any Filipino of average
intelligence, should be able to comprehend, at least the essence of what is provided
therein, even without the prowess of a lawmaker or a Supreme Court judge at his
disposal. As the law, after all, was written for the common people, perhaps we
can judge for ourselves if thieves have indeed already undermined the very principles
on which this nation was erected.
     For instance, it shouldn't be too difficult to understand the Constitution's
declaration of our State Policies (Article 2)—that the government is to promote
social justice in all phases of national development (Section 10), maintain honesty
and integrity in public service by taking positive and effective measures against
graft and corruption (Section 27); and guarantee equal access to opportunities for
public service, mainly by prohibiting political dynasties (Section 26). How has the
government responded so far to these very basic policies that are based on the
principles we affirm as a people?
     Pardoning a plunderer almost as soon as he is convicted; giving the V.I.P.
treatment to erring high officials, including special detention, special consideration,
and not prosecuting to the full extent of the law; carrying out the institutionalized
corruption scheme of the Pork Barrel, with the Supreme Court ruling it un-
constitutional after decades it's been in effect; and allowing political dynasties to
flourish in blatant defiance of the Constitution---are all going the opposite way of
the law, yet these sort of things are done casually, in broad daylight, and without
penalty. It's as if there was a conspiracy to throw the Constitution out the window
and replace it with some lame excuse to exempt thieves in government. Social
justice, honesty and integrity in public service, effective measures against graft
and corruption, and the prohibition of political dynasties...are nowhere to be found.
And that's just an example. If we comb through the Constitution, and compare
each article with what the government is actually doing, we'd see more clearly
how sly jurists and legal thaumaturgy subtly implemented the reverse of everything
that was decreed.
     It’s criminal, how the courts rule in favor of bank confidentiality and a public
officials’ right to privacy, right to remain silent, and right against self-incrimination
in cases where public funds amounting to about a billion pesos are involved. And
there are just so many cases where the government perceptibly did everything to
protect corrupt public officials, keep their crimes secret, and effect the reverse of
what the Constitution intends. Too many, in fact, that impunity can be said to be
automatic, thus making our present government a kleptocracy that is no better
than the Marcos regime.
     Indeed, people who marched in EDSA during the People Power Revolution
wanted to topple Marcos for different reasons. While many truly believed being
good meant having to stand up against Marcos and everything that was bad, there
were some who thought it wouldn’t be so bad to be where Marcos stood because
it meant having everything that was good. So basically, we, Filipinos, kicked out
the dictator Ferdinand Marcos in 1986 because he was supposedly a thief who
monopolized power so he can embezzle the nation with impunity…only to find
ourselves in 2015 subjugated by many thieves, all trying to be like Marcos. That’s
real progress! From one plunderer then to thousands of plunderers today, this truly
is kleptocracy at its worst.

      In all this, however, it is important for us to realize that our ill fate of having
bad leaders is not attributable to sheer bad luck. Nor is it the fault of the ignorant
and misinformed masses who unwittingly elect them, as many politicians would
have us believe. Nowhere in our Constitution’s preamble does it state we are a
suicidal, self-damning race.
     The millions of Filipinos in the workforce tirelessly laboring for the rewards of
an honest living cannot, at the same time, be wishing to obliterate the few
opportunities to better this nation and surrender their fates to the discretion of
treacherous individuals. The citizens are definitely the victims here, and not the
cause of the problem, as they are so unjustly used, abused, exploited and then
made to pay for the damage caused to them. And it would be nothing short of
demonic to afterwards slap the ordinary, law-abiding citizens with the guilt of
elevating the wickedness that has gone to plunder and destroy this nation like a
capricious sadist.
     On the contrary, hope lies in the masses. Only,  the new, more dynamic and
more capable breed of leaders we need to manifest meaningful change and genuine
governance are deliberately stalled by the same old names associated in corruption
scandals and controversial bungles that have been happening for more than two
decades. New batches of less narcissistic, more honest and more effective public
servants are being stonewalled by the same old faces that don’t even flinch at the
thought of our nation staggering and stagnating the whole time in their protracted
watch. New minds with viable solutions to propagate renewable energy or
revolutionize mass education have been wittingly prevented from serving the country,
by the same brand of people as Erap and Binay, who will not do a thing to change
the corrupt status quo, and even cement the dysfunction in government by putting
their families in positions of power, thereby perpetuating the rule of their dynasties
over a government of fraudulence.
     For the ruling class, it matters not if former KBL and known Marcos loyalist
Erap mixes it up with Binay who is anti-Marcos and a self-professed Cory
supporter...just as long as thieves rule, in this dynasty of thieves.



Ocean Fun 3-ring Pool. This 59x21size pool will surely delight kids with its wonderful sea-life design.

Frozen Color n’ Play Activity Playland. Relive Elsa
and Anna’s whimsical tale through this enchanting play
land. Includes 20 soft flex balls, a fun ball toss roof, 4
erasable markers and an additional white panel for your
little girl’s coloring activity.

Avengers Motorcycle for little riders who wants a
blast on the road.

A Frozen themed canopy tent for little princesses.
Exclusively available this mid April at Toy Kingdom.

Lounge in style in this Hello Kitty Inflatable Chair.

Dash on the street with this lovely Hello Kitty
Skateboard.

Cars Puff n’ Play inflatables as adorable playmates
for swimming. Collect your three favorite characters
such as Lightning McQueen, Francesco Bernoulli and
Mater.Mickey Mouse themed 2 in 1 trike for toddlers.

Mickey Mouse Clubhouse Kiddie Raft with an
inflatable bottom for extra comfort and tow rope with
built in grommet for safety.

Iron Man rash guard and swim shorts for more active
little boys.

Summertime is playtime at Toy Kingdom
with its new collection of amazing toys for
more fun in the sun. Inspired by well- loved
characters such as Sofia the First, Frozen,
Avengers, Hello Kitty, Cars, Mickey & Minnie,
these are perfect for some splashing in the
pool, lounging outdoors or hitting the streets.

There are cool inflatable swimming pools as
well as frame pools that are easy to assemble
and come in huge sizes for the entire family.
Toy Kingdom also has swim essentials and
splashers as well as beach toys, water guns
and bubble blasters for a real water fun
adventure.

Kids can also enjoy an amazing ride with Toy
Kingdom’s collection of wheels, pedal toys
and cruisers. There are bikes, trikes and
scooters that come in different colors and
sizes.

There’s also more fun outdoors with play sets
and furniture.

These hot finds and more summer treats are
available at all Toy Kingdom Express outlets
in SM Department Stores and Toy Kingdom
stores in most SM Supermalls. Also visit
www.toykingdom.ph.

AN AMAZING TOY KINGDOM SUMMER
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Gymboree, the pioneer and global
leader in classes for kids for over 38
years, recently announced the grand
opening of their fourteenth and fifteenth
centers in the Philippines at Panay Ave.
(near Timog Ave.), Q.C. and Greenfield,
Sta. Rosa, Laguna, respectively.
     To celebrate, Gymboree Panay Ave.
had set up back-to-back grand
launchings for parents and children to
attend. Gymboree Panay Ave. got their
big day slated Saturday, April 11, 2015,
while that of Gymboree Sta. Rosa was
up for the following Saturday, April 18,
2015.
     “I’m excited to bring this wonderful
program to these communities,” said
Ann Tan, Managing Director of
Gymboree Philippines. “From the mo-
ment they walk in the door, parents can
see that we offer a one-of-a-kind envi-
ronment where kids can feel confident
and free to move, touch, explore safely
as they climb, slide, crawl on our color-
ful and dynamic playscape.
     The play equipment was custom-de-
signed for young children by early child-
hood experts and supports them in reach-
ing their potential with an empahsis on
discovery and fun. Our classes have
been developed to provide a range of
age-appropriate play challenges and
skill-building exercises, allowing each

hance your child’s development and love
of music through song dance, movement
games and instrument exploration. With
an array of musical styles from Broad-
way to Latin to ABBA, Gymboree
classes help children explore the power
of rhythm, melody, tonality and beat
while nurturing key physical, social and
intellectual skills.
     Gymboree Art classes are aimed at
inspiring children's imagination and self-
expression, with a world of hands-on art
activities. Through painting, sculpture,
drawing, collage, dramatic play and
more, these classes encourage confi-
dence and support artistic potential.
     All play, music, art and school skills
classes last 45 minutes and are taught
to child-parent pairs in small groups. This
intimate group setting allows parents to
meet and share information with other
parents, and introduce their child new
concepts, skills and playmates. New
parents particularly appreciate the sup-
port that Gymboree provides as they help
their child discover new experiences,
and gain and master new skills.
     Gymboree also offers a PreSchool
program for 2-4 year olds that run for at
least 3 days a week with 2 1D 2 hours a
day for a full academic year.
     In addition to the extensive program
of classes, Gymboree Play & Music
Centers are also a great option for host-
ing birthday parties that are fun for kids
and an easy, no-hassle experience for
parents. An enthusiastic Gymboree
teacher leads the activities as the birth-
day child and his or her friends play, laugh
and sing together, creating a memorable
celebration. Gymboree also offers many
themed events throughout the year, such
as Halloween, Christmas and Valentine’s
celebrations.

For more information about Gymboree
Play & Music, please visit
www.gymboree-ph.com or email
tellgymbo@gymboree-ph.com or call
you nearest branch.

MORE GYMBOREE PLAY & MUSIC CENTERS OPEN IN THE PHILIPPINES

child to personalize their play experience
so they can participate and learn at his
or her own pace."
     One of the most distinguishing fea-
tures of Gymboree Play & Music Pro-
grams, and a key philosophy on which it
is based, is their unique approach to pa-
rental invovlement that encourages par-
ticipation and understanding of each
child’s development. The reason is
simple: children learn best when parents
enter their world of play and imagina-
tion. Parental support is also important
to a child’s healthy emotional develop-
ment, building trust between parent and
child and helping kids to feel more con-
fident to explore and learn.
     Gymboree offers a progression of
developmentally-appropriate classes for
children, newborn through 4 years. Ac-
tivities are designed to help children de-
velop their physical, social and cognitive
skills in a group play environment. And
it’s never too early to start. In fact, par-
ents are sometimes surprised at how
many developmentally-appropriate ac-
tivities they can participate in with their
newborn that will help set the stage for
his or her continued healthy development.
     Other than Gymboree Play & Learn
classes which are held on the playscape,
Gymboree also offers music and art
classes. Gymboree Music classes en-

Preschool classes for children, newborn through four years old, help de-
velop intellectual, physical and social skills of children as they play.

Come One, Come All: Zion the Young Lion Visits Gymbo the Clown
at the Grand Launching of Gymboree Sta. Rosa!

Sta. Rosa City, Laguna – Babies and parents, the long
wait is over: Gymboree Play & Music is already in Sta.
Rosa!  Owned and operated by BT Brain-Train Academic
Center (the same group behind Brain Train Review &
Tutorial Center), Gymboree Sta. Rosa is a very welcome
addition to Brain Train’s services.

Gymboree Play & Music Sta. Rosa
2/F Brain Train Bldg., Sta. Rosa Business Park
Greenfield, Sta. Rosa City, Laguna
E-mail: sta.rosa@gymboree.com.ph
Facebook: www.facebook.com/gymboree.starosa
Instagram: @gymboree.starosa

     “We are happy that finally, we have heeded to the
request of many parents,” said Dewmaine Sales-
Ladaga, Gymboree Sta. Rosa’s Directress, “because
for such a long time, satisfied parents of our review
students have been requesting us to open a school for

their younger kids.  We refused to even think about it
because our forte was really hard-core academics for
older kids.  But when we had our son, we saw how
much fun it is to work with young kids and their eager
parents.  So we started to entertain the idea of putting
up a toddler school.”

     Dewmaine and her husband Randy originally wanted
to create their own toddler school program, but then
they realized that the first years of a child’s life is too
important to experiment on.  Many studies show that
the most critical stage in a person’s development is in
the first three years of life when 75% of the brain is
developed.
“We do not want to shortchange our students and their
parents by creating a program that has not been tried
and tested.  That’s why we decided to get a franchise
of a program that has stood the test of time and is
continually being developed by experts,” Randy
explained.
     And before long, the couple decided to get a
Gymboree franchise.  “We believe we have made the
right decision.  The more we see Gymboree’s programs,
the more impressed we are.”
      Gymboree Sta. Rosa marks its Grand Launching
on April 18, 2015 with Free Gymplay in the morning
from 9-11, and the ribbon cutting follows in the afternoon.
Zion Lahbati-Gutierrez (aka Zion the Young Lion), who

himself is a proud Gymboree kid, will be assisted by
his parents Richard Gutierrez and Sarah Lahbati in the
ribbon cutting.  After the ribbon cutting, Zion’s 2nd

birthday will be celebrated on the Gymboree playfloor.
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Like many millions in the workforce, you
probably struggle to go to work every workday.
The scramble for the right attire in the morning,
the disconcerting traffic jams and the harassing
commute, already start your day with a string of
inevitable challenges. What more upon your
arrival at the office? The pressure to always put
your game face on; the kilometer-long list of
directives indiscriminately tossed your way; and
the chaos produced by time limits, over-
multitasking and cantankerous co-workers—all
these can drive you to pull your hair and say,
ENOUGH!
    Of course, you can’t just do that without
tangible consequences. This is, after all, real life,
and not some dramatic TV series you can switch
off. Once you’ve reached your breaking point,
normally it’s either you quit or you get fired.
     You’ll feel it inside. It’s when the office and
everything else seem like hell. And though it’s
not really a nice thing to be a quitter, there comes
a time when quitting is the only thing to do. See if
you can through this checklist as you evaluate
yourself and your job:

Angels Walk for Autism held at SM City Santa Rosa
raising awareness on autism and
seeks the inclusion of the disabled
in society.  Since 2009, the Angels
Walk has been conducted in
partnership with SM Cares, the
corporate social responsibility arm
of SM Supermalls.
     Part of last Saturday’s program

was an art exhibit, were artworks of
participating kids were held on
display. SM Santa Rosa Mall
Manager Marius Cortez and
Assistant Mall Manager Eve Verzola
were present during the ribbon
cutting ceremony.

Participants of the Angels Walk as they parade around SM City Santa Rosa.

The Autism Society of the
Philippines – Laguna Chapter held
its yearly Angels Walk for Autism last,
Saturday, April 18 at SM City Santa
Rosa which was attended by more
than a hundred children with autism.
     Autism is a neurological condition
affecting millions of Filipinos.  The

condition is the result of a
neurological disorder that has an
effect on normal brain function,
affecting development of the
person’s communication and social
interaction skills.
     Angels Walk, which started in
2007, is a project of ASP aimed at

Art Exhibit by children with autism

OTHER NEWS
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When To Quit Your Job

1)When everyday feels like a Monday
     When you start getting lazy to go to work, and
don’t give a care anymore if you come to work
late, then it’s high time you weight your job
status. Analyze what’s gotten you this way—if it’s
something about the workplace, or a co-worker. It
will help to determine specifically what it is, so
you can incorporate this to solutions or when you
plan to either stay or go for another job.

2)You hate what you do at work
     If things at work feel like burdensome chores
already, and the only things you look forward to
are closing time, weekends and paydays, then
maybe you should start sending out those CVs and
find a more enjoyable work. When regular work
suddenly becomes a struggle, you tend to do
things half-baked, which could get you in trouble
with your employers or customers. It’s better to
just take a graceful exit, let someone more fitting
do your job, while you also find a job that fits you.

3)Your boss is becoming evil
     When your problem at work actually becomes

your boss, it can also mean bail out time. Whether
your boss is overbearing, rude, and a genuine a-
hole, it’s better sometimes to just prevent things
from escalating into real acts of abuse and,
eventually, legal cases. Don’t try to change him or
her anymore if you sense that it’s really an
attitude problem. Simply walk…out of the way of
trouble.

4) You can’t seem to jive
     It’s never easy being the odd man out. If your
workplace reminds you of highschool, where
there are people who are the “in” crowd, and you
are not one of them, therefore ae “out”, give it
some time. If this condition drags for more than a
year, it certainly isn’t because you’re the new kid
on the block anymore. Especially when you
become the butt of jokes, the gofer, and fair game
for their bully moods, you’ll have to judge sooner
or later whether you want to work in this kind of
an environment and with this kind of people.

5)The ship is sinking
     If you sense the company you’re working for is
in financial trouble and is not stable anymore, it’s
really time to jump ship. Frequent restructurings,
cancellation of raises, bonuses and perks,
employee layoffs are telltales the company is
struggling financially. Get out before you commit
to a deal that’s going to short-end you anyway.

     It’s not easy to quit a job, as it will always affect
your finances. But when your work becomes the
very source of your physical and emotional stress,
it’s really an indication of a need for reflection.
No job, whatever the pay, is worth your health. So
weigh things well, all the pluses against the
minuses, like in a ledger. When you think it’s time
to break off, then go. Just remember to break
well, with your colleagues and even your boss,
even if he really deserves a big kick in the butt.
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HOME SERVICE MASSAGE TAGAYTAY VENUE

TAGAYTAY RESTHOUSE

PROMOS

BREAK ALL BOUNDARIES –
THE ULTIMATE 100KM TRAIL

RUNNING CHALLENGE
JUN 12, 2015

For more details and online
registration, visit: thrillofthetrail.ph

Let's cheer and
celebrate Back to
School with great
offers and exciting
deals only from

Shopwise. Plus! Join our Gadget
Spree raffle promo and be one of 100
lucky winners to get O+ Smartphones
for FREE. Simply purchase P800
worth of groceries in a single receipt
to to join the raffle promo. What are
you waiting for? Hurry! Shop now!

Summer is not over! Shop at Ace
Hardware at Arcadia, Greenfield
City and get a Free Frisbee for a
P1,500 worth of single receipt.

EVENTS

CAR DISPLAY

An amazing TRUE story about
GOD's faithfulness and goodness!
Don't miss ?#?JOSEPHmusicalph?
this June at SM Southmall! Please
share and spread the WORD!

MUST WATCH! June 27, 2015.
Directed by Ms. Enchang Kaimo.

MUSICAL

Try out all dishes on
#TheBellevueManila Bingo card and
start crossing out! Win your choice
of any of the meals that you've previ-
ously tried out once you've completed
a vertical, horizontal, or diagonal pat-
tern.

For more information, email
tbmnl@thebellevue.com or call 632
771 8181.

Up for some food Bingo?

     Tap into your inner creative this
season! Get a free pass to the Roxy
Get Crafty workshop on June 20, 2015
at The Gallery, Greenbelt 5 with every
purchase worth Php 3,500*. Workshop
attendees will also get the chance to
bring home a custom-designed Roxy
surfboard or cruiser!
     *Limited slots only. Valid on single
or accumulated receipts inclusive of a
Roxy backpack. Promo runs from May
8 to June 20, 2015 at the following
Bratpack stores: Gateway, Alabang
Town Center, Greenbelt 5, MarQuee
Mall, Fairview Terraces, Eastwood, One
Archers Place, Robinsons Magnolia,
SM The Block, and Robinsons
Galleria.

PUBLIC INFORMATION SERVICE

Celebrate your birthday
with TheBellevueManila!

Bring three people on your special day
and your Café d' Asie buffet is on us.

For reservations, please call 632 771
8181 local 8020 or email
dine@thebellevue.com.

ANNOUNCEMENT




